To continue strengthening legislation and government practices in line with the standards established in the Inter-American Model Law 2.0 on Access to Public Information, approved in late 2020 by the OAS General Assembly, this webinar will be held to share this important resource with the parliaments in the hemisphere, thus creating spaces for cooperation between international specialists and representatives of enforcement bodies with the parliamentarians and parliamentary staff in the hemisphere.

The promotion of transparency and access to information are essential principles in the fight against corruption, which, in turn, strengthens public integrity and public trust in democratic institutions. As part of these efforts, standards were established, taking into account the challenges faced and good practices implemented in countries in the hemisphere, and set forth in the Inter-American Model Law 2.0 on Access to Public Information, approved by the OAS General Assembly last year. In this first part of the meeting, a presentation will be made on the primary scope of this new model law, highlighting the role of parliaments.
Panel: Reflections on national experiences
Moderator: María José Méndez, consultant, EUROsociAL+
- Caroline Maynard, Information Commissioner of Canada
- Gloria de la Fuente, President of the Council for Transparency of Chile
- Senator, the Honourable Ranard Henfield (The Bahamas), Vice-President of the ParlAmericas Open Parliament Network for the Caribbean

Ensuring the effective implementation of transparency measures and access to information has also become dependent on the commitment and work of public institutions, such as parliaments and enforcement bodies, which enact legislation and guarantee compliance, respectively. Following the presentation of the model law, this panel will focus on the experiences of representatives of these two institutions in the region in order to continue creating synergies in line with this agenda, with a view to adopting the new model law on access to public information.

Dialogue between participants

Evaluation

Closing and next steps

You are invited to follow us on social media @ParlAmericas @RedIntercambio @OEA_oficial @EUROsociAL

Sessions will be recorded and turned into podcast episodes. Find ParlAmericas on iTunes and Google Play, and listen to our past meeting sessions.

This activity is partly funded by the European Union and the Government of Canada.